
 

‘CHRISTMAS AT GRACELAND: HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS’ 
Synopsis 

 
Harper Ellis (Kaitlin Doubleday) returns home to Memphis for the holidays to stay with her sister 
Maggie (Sunny Mabrey), Maggie’s husband Keith (Alan Wells) and their children Petra (Hailey 
Harris) and Anna (Anniston Almond).  While in town, the world-traveler interviews for a 
museum position that would take her overseas.  After her interview, Harper visits Graceland 
with Petra and Anna, where she was once a tour guide.  They run into Priscilla Presley and 
Harper’s former boss Regina (Lori Beth Sikes).  Harper agrees to help them curate an exhibit on 
Elvis at Christmas and gives a private tour to wealthy widower Owen’s (Adrian Grenier) children, 
Camilla (Nina Thurmond), Tyler (Trace Masters) and Adelaide (Laney Malone).  In need of help 
while he prepares for a fundraiser, Owen hires Harper to au pair for the holidays. 
 
Harper’s spontaneity and Owen’s love of structure clash.  While Owen works on his fundraising 
presentation with his business partner, Davis (Damien Cecere), Harper disregards his to do list, 
and instead bakes with the children after school.  When Owen returns home to a messy kitchen 
and undone chores, he is kind, but firm: the children need to stick with their schedule.  Harper 
joins Owen and the children in looking for a Christmas tree.  They have a great time, but when 
it comes to decorating it, Owen is pulled away to work.  Luckily, Harper rallies the kids to make 
homemade decorations and they truly deck the halls.  Owen is impressed and touched. 
 
As Harper and Owen grow closer, Harper advances in consideration for the museum position.  
Owen encourages her to have confidence, and Harper encourages Owen to break his routine 
and spend more time with his children.  Owen follows her advice and joins Harper and the kids 
sledding.  When Harper joins Owen at an elegant holiday party, they both share about their 
past relationships and struggling to find love again.  At the party, Owen also realizes that the 
fundraising event he plans to host exactly mirrors this one.  Harper, then, encourages him to 
hold his event at Graceland with the Elvis at Christmas exhibit opening. 
 
Harper begins to have doubts about the overseas museum position, realizing she loves being 
closer to her family – and Owen – in Memphis.  Reminding her of how very special Memphis 
and Graceland are, Priscilla Presley invites Harper, Owen, and the kids to decorate the 
Graceland Christmas tree, and Owen asks Harper to be his date to their event. 
 
At Owen’s fundraising event he listens to Harper’s advice to speak from his heart and impresses 
the donors.  Harper’s exhibit impresses the executives at the museum so much that they offer 
her the overseas job, which she will need to start right after Christmas.  Harper breaks the 
news to Owen right after he confesses his deep feelings for her.  Torn between Graceland and 
a faraway land, Harper must decide if she will keep traveling the world, or will make her home 
for the holidays will be her forever home. 
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